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Sint-Lucas College of Art & Design 

Antwerpen, Belgium


following an invitation:

Wesley Meuris

in the context of the postgraduate program: Master of Research in Art and Design



In the academic year 2011¬-2012, the St Lucas Antwerp University College of Art & Design (Belgium) will organize a one-year postgraduate research program, 'Master of Research in Art and Design,' for the fifth year in a row. The program is composed of both practical and theoretical seminars and masterclasses, focusing on research in the visual arts, and is determined individually by each student in function of a personal, artistic research question. Guest professors and lecturers will guide the student throughout his or her artistic research project. At the end of the program, the result of this research will be evaluated by a number of intern and extern professionals and will be presented in a public exhibition and publication. The Master of Research in Art & Design aspires to function as a platform, both transmitting and stimulating research in the field of the visual arts. To enroll for this Master, the candidate has to present his or her research question to the admission board in an interview. The interviews will take place on the 4th of July 2011. Candidates must enroll for the interview before the 24th of June 2011.


Guest professors 2010-2011: Frank Maes | Lieven Van den Abeele | Anouk Declercq | Herman Van




Ingelgem | Loek Grootjans | Mark Luyten | Hilde Van Pelt | Lode Geens | Boy Vereecken | Manor Grunewald | Arno Roncada | Els Vermang LAb[au] | Guillaume Bijl


Guest professors 2009-2010: Guy Bovyn | Ana Torfs | Antoon Van den Braembussche | Sofie Van Loo | Ulrike Lindmayr | Stef Van Bellingen | Herman Van Ingelgem | Nico Dockx | Gundi-Rosa Ingmarsdottir | Yannick Jaquet Guest professors 


2008-2009: Karin Borghouts | Stijn Cole | Anne Daems | Michel Dewilde | Hans Op de Beeck | Maria Roosen | Els Vanden Meersch | Kris Vleeshouwer | Paul Casaer | Christophe De Jaeger | Herman Van Ingelgem
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